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Abstract ……..
Using airborne radar, the Loch Linnhe trials were designed to evaluate the utility of shipgenerated internal wave wakes for maritime surveillance. Many radar wakes were observed.
While the crest patterns of internal wave wakes can be understood readily, comprehensive
explanations of the amplitudes of the waves are lacking. The purpose of this report is to simulate
internal wave wakes using a simple internal layer model and to show that the simulations of the
surface flow velocities associated with the wake are consistent with those observed during the
trials. Hull details affect the wake and these are not usually available either in trials or
operationally even when the ship name is known. Therefore great accuracy is not expected nor is
it required.
The simulations in this report were conducted in a few seconds on a standard PC. For operational
purposes computationally intensive models are not desirable. Satisfactory agreement between
simulations and observations has been achieved.

Résumé ….....
Les essais par radar aéroporté effectués au Loch Linnhe visaient l’évaluation de l’utilité des
sillages d’ondes internes produits par un navire pour la surveillance maritime. On a observé de
nombreux sillages radar. Alors que la structure des crêtes des sillages d’ondes internes est
facilement expliquée, la compréhension de l’amplitude des ondes reste lacunaire. La présente
étude a pour objet la simulation de sillages d’ondes internes à l’aide d’un modèle simple de
couche interne et la démonstration que les simulations des vitesses d'écoulement en surface
associées aux sillages correspondent à celles observées au cours des essais. Les caractéristiques
de la carène ont une incidence sur le sillage produit, mais ces détails ne sont habituellement pas
connus que ce soit au cours des essais ou pendant les opérations, même lorsque le nom du navire
est connu. Ainsi, on ne s’attend pas à une grande précision, qui n’est de toute façon pas
nécessaire.
Les simulations présentées dans le présent rapport ont été exécutées en quelques secondes avec
un ordinateur personnel ordinaire. À des fins opérationnelles, il n’est pas souhaitable de recourir à
des modèles requérant une grande puissance de calcul. On a réussi à obtenir une correspondance
satisfaisante entre les simulations et les observations.
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Executive summary
Simulations of Internal Wave Wakes from the Loch Linnhe Trials
James K.E. Tunaley; DRDC Ottawa CR 2013-048; Defence R&D Canada –
Ottawa; October 2013.
Introduction: The Loch Linnhe trials were conducted from 1989 to 1994 in Scotland and were
designed to evaluate the use of ship-generated internal wave wakes for maritime surveillance by
high resolution radar. Examples of these wakes have appeared in the literature. Though the crest
structure of the observed wakes is understood, the conditions under which an internal wave wake
can be observed by airborne or space-borne radar are still obscure. The purpose of this study is to
simulate wakes using a simple model and to compare the results with the observations; this relies
on estimating and comparing the surface flow velocities that affect Bragg waves and the resultant
radar backscatter.
Results: Within the limitations of the internal layer model, the simulations reproduce the crest
patterns as expected. The surface flow velocities generated by a quadratic Wigley hull form are
calculated and compared to those described in the published trial reports. Satisfactory agreement
is obtained.
Significance: This demonstrates that simple models can explain the characteristics of internal
wave wake generation by surface ships moving near the vertical density profile appropriate to a
narrow horizontally stratified internal layer. It suggests that the extension of the theory to realistic
oceanic diffuse layers will enable the assessment of the practical conditions under which internal
wave wakes can be observed.
Future plans: The next step is to replace the discrete internal layer model by a diffuse layer. The
theory has already been developed and the principal computer code has been generated. When a
radar scattering model is added, a new simulation should allow the optimization of space-borne
radar for the detection of ship wakes and wake characterization. This will be useful for crossvalidating sensor inputs to a Recognized Maritime Picture.
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Sommaire .....
Simulations of Internal Wave Wakes from the Loch Linnhe Trials
James K.E. Tunaley ; DRDC Ottawa CR 2013-048 ; R & D pour la défense
Canada – Ottawa; octobre 2013.
Introduction: Les essais du Loch Linnhe ont été menés de 1989 à 1994 en Écosse et étaient
destinés à l’évaluation du recours aux sillages d’ondes internes produits par un navire pour la
surveillance maritime par radar à haute résolution. On trouve des exemples de ce genre de sillages
dans la littérature. Bien que la structure des crêtes des sillages observés soit bien comprise, les
conditions permettant l’observation d’un sillage d’onde interne par radar aéroporté ou spatial
restent obscures. La présente étude a pour objet la simulation de sillages à l’aide d’un modèle
simple et la comparaison des résultats obtenus avec les observations, ce qui repose sur une
estimation et une comparaison des vitesses d'écoulement en surface ayant une incidence sur les
ondes de Bragg et la rétrodiffusion radar qui en découle.
Résultats: Dans les limites du modèle de couche interne, les simulations reproduisent la structure
des crêtes comme on s’y attend. On calcule les vitesses d'écoulement en surface associées à une
carène parabolique de Wigley et on les compare à celles décrites dans les rapports d’essais
publiés. La correspondance obtenue est satisfaisante.
Importance: Les résultats montrent que des modèles simples peuvent expliquer les
caractéristiques de la production d’un sillage d’ondes internes par des navires de surface se
déplaçant à proximité du profil de densité verticale associé à une couche interne étroite stratifiée
horizontalement. Ces résultats semblent indiquer qu’un élargissement de la théorie à des couches
océaniques diffuses réalistes permettra de déterminer les conditions réelles dans lesquelles on
peut observer des sillages d’ondes internes.
Perspectives: La prochaine étape serait de remplacer le modèle de couches internes distinctes par
un modèle de couches diffuses. La théorie a déjà été élaborée et le code informatique principal a
été rédigé. Avec l’ajout d’un modèle de rétrodiffusion radar, une nouvelle simulation devrait
permettre une optimisation du radar spatial pour la détection et la caractérisation des sillages de
navires, ce qui permettra une vérification de l’adéquation entre les données recueillies par les
capteurs et un tableau de la situation maritime.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Objectives

Ship-generated internal wave wakes could be important for wide-area maritime surveillance by
high resolution space based microwave radar. However, the generation of these wakes is not fully
understood. For example, the crest patterns can be calculated with reasonable accuracy but there
are neither reported satisfactory predictions of the amplitudes of the individual waves within the
wake nor comparisons with observation, at least in the unclassified literature. A proper
understanding would enable the conditions under which internal wave wakes are generated to be
determined and the utility of internal wave wakes for ocean surveillance to be assessed.
The radar returns are related to the hydrodynamic fluctuations on the surface and in particular
those that are associated with the wake. Because vertical surface displacements are usually very
small, the principal imaging mechanism appears to involve fluctuations in the surface velocity of
the water [1]. This affects the distribution of Bragg waves that are responsible for the radar
backscatter. The study focuses on the surface velocities induced by a wake. According to Hogan
[1], surface velocities of the order of 1 cm/s (and perhaps much less) are sufficient to create
observable wakes in radar imagery in the Ku and Ka microwave radar bands.
This report describes simulations of the internal wave wakes from ships and compares them with
those observed during the Loch Linnhe trials. These trials, which were part of a US/UK initiative,
were conducted in Scotland from 1989 to 1994. They were designed to investigate the occurrence
of observable internal wave wakes in radar. Because internal waves can propagate horizontally on
the interface between fresh and salt water, a loch can be an ideal location. However, the
propagation of internal waves is generally complicated because, in the open ocean for example,
the density changes are not usually as abrupt as can occur in a loch.

1.2

Modeling

A literature review that includes the theory and observation of internal wave ship wakes has been
conducted by Tunaley [2]. The theory can be divided into two categories according to the model
of an internal layer. The first category employs the discrete interface model that is appropriate to
the ideal situation in a loch. The second model involves a horizontally stratified ocean in which
the density increases smoothly with depth. This latter model reflects the usual situation in the
ocean and even in a loch. In this case several wave modes can exist in the layer and each can
result in its own wake pattern. Luckily, only the first mode and occasionally the second mode are
likely to be important in practice.
In both layer models, the theory employs a linear approximation, which should be appropriate
except near to the ship. This should not represent a great problem as radar wakes are primarily far
field phenomena. However, the amplitudes of the wake waves will be affected by this
approximation and very close agreement between theory and observation is certainly not
guaranteed. For general maritime surveillance this is not important because the characteristics of
the ship will often not be known to the detail required to simulate an accurate wake. For example,
using Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Chang et al. [3] have simulated internal wave wakes
DRDC Ottawa CR 2013-048
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of submarines. This uses the simplified discrete layer model but it is not likely that their approach
could be operationally effective in the foreseeable future. This is because of the excessive time
taken to run simulations of this type. However, their paper indicates that the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) has a serious interest in submarine wakes and is working on such issues.
It is assumed that wake production from the ship hull can be modeled by a distribution of sources
and sinks of fluid moving horizontally at constant velocity; a sink is just a negative source.
There are several common methods of representing the hull of a ship. The hull can be represented
by a distribution of dipole sources and sinks on the hull itself [4]. The strength of each dipole can
be chosen so that fluid velocity on the hull matches the actual velocity. A simpler approach,
which is used here, is to place sources and sinks on the ship’s longitudinal vertical centreplane
[2]; again the idea is to ensure that the simulated fluid flow near the hull matches the actual
velocities. This is called the “thin ship model”. The former method can be implemented
accurately, at least in principle. In the latter method, the fluid vector velocities near the hull can
only be matched approximately. An additional complication arises from the presence of a
turbulent boundary layer and a collapsing turbulent wake; this will be addressed later.
It can be shown that the crest patterns of a far-field internal wave wake are only a function of the
ship speed and the phase and group velocities of the internal waves. The crest shapes are not
affected by the distribution of the sources or their depth. However, the amplitudes do depend on
the source distribution and the depth of the sources is important. When a source is moving above
the layer, the layer is pushed down; conversely, when it is below the layer, the layer is pushed up.
Therefore, if a ship penetrates the layer, there may be competing effects. Also the waves created
by a source at one position will interfere with those from another source displaced from it.
Therefore the shape and dimensions of the hull influence the wave amplitudes.
Those wakes that are stationary in the reference frame of the ship fall into two categories. In the
first category the ship speed is less than the maximum speed of the internal waves. The wake
resembles the Kelvin wake with transverse and divergent wave systems. The second category
represents the super-critical case where the ship is moving faster than the maximum speed of the
wake waves. Wakes in the second category comprise only divergent waves. This can be
understood by noting that exactly transverse waves cannot propagate at the ship speed (by
definition). Because the maximum speed of internal waves is usually much less than 1 m/s, only
the super-critical case is treated here.

1.3

Loch Linnhe Trials

The Loch Linnhe trials were conducted from 1989 to 1994 specifically to study the generation of
internal wave wakes from moving surface ships. Ship displacements ranged from 100 tons to
nearly 30,000 tonnes and data were acquired for various wind speeds up to 15 m/s. Compared
with the open ocean, the peak Brunt-Väisälä (B-V) frequencies, typically denoted by N, were
quite high ranging from 0.02 rad/s to 0.17 rad/s. The associated depths ranged from 1 m to 17 m.
An example of a B-V profile, taken from Watson et al. [5] is shown in Figure 1. In this profile the
layer is concentrated between depths of about 1 m to 4 m.

2
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Figure 1: Example of a Loch Linnhe B-V frequency profile, from [5].
Table 1 shows a list of the principal ships used in the trials, derived partly from [5]. The ship
speeds typically ranged from 1 m/s to 4 m/s and occasionally up to 6 m/s. The beam used in the
simulations is the maximum ship width at the waterline. For the Sir Tristram, this may be
significantly less than 20 m and, from the Internet, it is probably about 17 m. Also the length of
this ship at the waterline could be as high as 138 m.
Table 1: Trials ships
Name

Type

Length (m)

Beam (m)

Draft (m)

Displacement
(tonnes)

Roysterer

Ocean Tug

51

12

5.5

1400

Sir Tristram

Heavy Landing
Ship

116

20

3.9

5300

Blue Rover

Small Fleet
Tanker

141

19

7

12000

Olmeda

Fleet Oiler

180

26

9.2

29000
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Watson et al. [5] present some excellent images of internal wave wakes. For example, Figure 2 is
from [5] and is a radar image of the Sir Tristram at L-band (1.26 GHz) using VV polarization.
The ship was moving at a speed of 2.0 m/s. The incidence angle was 40º and the pixel size is 4 m
x 4 m. The size of the image is approximately 4.1 km by 2.0 km. The closest sensor sites appear
to have been located roughly 150 m to 200 m from the ship’s track.
Cusp waves from one arm of the Kelvin wake are quite visible and it can easily be verified that
the half angle of the wake is approximately 19.5º as expected. The total angle of the internal wave
wake is roughly 20º.
Figure 3 shows another example of the Sir Tristram wake; the ship was moving at 4.2 m/s. The
radar was operating at X-band (9.25 GHz) with VV polarization and there are 7 looks. The
incidence angle was 20º and the image size is approximately 4.1 km by 2.05 km. This time both
arms of cusp waves of the Kelvin wake are visible as bright lines and there is a faint ghost image
that, according to the authors, is a result of azimuth ambiguities. The wake angle is now roughly
11º. The closest sensor sites were located about 150 m from the ship’s track.
A wake from the Olmeda is shown in Figure 4. This is from Stapleton [6] and was obtained using
the NASA/JPL DC-8 Airsar multi-frequency radar. The image size is approximately 7.8 km by
3.5 km. Red pixels indicate P-band (0.5 GHz), green L-band (1.3 GHz) and blue C-band (5.3
GHz). The wind speed was very low being less than 2 m/s. The angle of the wake appears to be
approximately 18º, according to their simulations. Unfortunately the ship speed is not provided
nor is information about the B-V profile and the pixel sizes. The plot is 3.5 km by 7.8 km.
As noted in [2], [5] and [6], the horizontal surface fluid speeds reach about 3 cm/s for the Sir
Tristram and about 5 cm/s for the Olmeda.

Sir Tristram, 2m/s

Sensor Sites

Figure 2: Sir Tristram wake. Ship speed is 2.0 m/s. From [5].

4
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Figure 3: Sir Tristram wake. Ship speed is 4.2 m/s. From [5].

Figure 4: Olmeda wake. From [6].

1.4

Internal Wave Fields

To understand the internal wave wake from a ship, it is helpful to examine the internal wave field
appropriate to a simple plane wave on a discrete interface. The objective is to relate the amplitude
of the wave on the interface to amplitudes and velocities in the fluid as a function of depth.
Waves on an internal interface propagate as on the interface between air and water, when they are
simply surface gravity waves. The theory of internal waves on a discrete interface has been
DRDC Ottawa CR 2013-048
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described by Tunaley [2]. It is assumed that waves can propagate horizontally on the interface as
traveling sinusoidal waves subject to boundary conditions at the surface and across the interface.
The surface is assumed to be rigid though slip is allowed. This is because it is known that the
fluctuations in the surface height are typically very small. Therefore the vertical component of the
fluid velocity at the surface is zero but the horizontal components are finite. Across the horizontal
interface between fluids of different density (the upper fluid being less dense to avoid
fundamental instabilities), there is a condition on the pressure. The vertical components of the
upper and lower fluid velocities must also be continuous.
Because water can be treated as incompressible and the divergence of the velocity field is zero, it
is convenient to work in terms of the velocity potential. This satisfies Laplace’s equation in both
the upper and lower fluids. If a sinusoidal horizontally traveling wave solution is assumed and
inserted into this equation, the solution must exhibit exponential behaviour in the vertical
direction. The vertical coordinate, z, is positive upwards. Taking for granted that there is a
traveling wave factor in the horizontal direction, we have for the velocity potential in the upper
fluid:

)1

Ae kz  Be  kz ,

(1)

where A, B and C are coefficients to be determined as follows. In the lower fluid:

)2

Ce kz .

(2)

After applying the boundary conditions as in [2], it is easy to show that, if at the surface:

)1

) 0 e i (Zt  kx ) ,

(3)

we have:

]

i

k) 0

Z

sinh(kh) ,

(4)

where ȗ is the vertical displacement on the internal interface and h is the (negative) z-coordinate
of the interface. The fluid velocity components above the interface are given by:

vz
vx

6

sinh( kz )
sinh( kh)
cosh(kz )
Z]
sinh( kh)
iZ]

(5)
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Therefore the horizontal component of the velocity is in anti-phase with the vertical displacement
on the interface and the vertical component of velocity is 90º out of phase with the vertical
displacement; the horizontal velocity leads the vertical velocity. (Note that both z and h are
negative). This partly resembles the behaviour of surface gravity waves; when the displacement is
a maximum, the vertical velocity is zero while the horizontal velocity is a maximum. However,
whereas the trajectories of the fluid parcels in gravity waves describe a circle to a good
approximation, those in internal waves describe an ellipse (as can be seen from Eq.(5)). Near the
interface, where z = h, the ellipse is elongated in the horizontal direction and in practice near the
surface the vertical minor axis falls to very small values. At the interface, the ratio of the
maximum horizontal component to the maximum vertical component of velocity goes to
coth(k|h|). This can take large values when k|h| is small. Also, above the interface, the rotation is
in the opposite direction to surface gravity waves. When an internal wave propagates in the
positive x-direction, the fluid parcel paths move in an anti-clockwise direction.
In internal wave wakes of practical importance, kh varies from small values at the wake edge to
values of the order of unity and above near the wake centre.
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2

Hull Designs

The hull form of a ship is determined by its proposed use [7]. In general there are requirements
involving the carrying capacity of a ship, the costs of transporting material and the time taken to
transit a route. These are conflicting basic requirements in that high speed tends to be costly due
to excessive propulsion power; high carrying capacity for a fixed size of ship tends to imply slow
speed or high cost. The compromises that are needed are met using a variety of hull shapes some
of which are tabulated below.
For a fixed ship length the carrying capacity is related to the block coefficient, which represents
the hull shape in relation to a rectangular box into which the hull under the waterline just fits.
When this is close to unity, the hull shape is quite blunt at the bow. Merchant ships tend to have
block coefficients up to 0.85. The blunt shape creates high pressures near the bow that result in
high wave-making with a correspondingly great resistance; this increases costs unless the speed is
reduced. However, for a given speed the resistance can be reduced if the ship is very long.
Warships and patrol craft may require moderate to high speed. The speed can be achieved by a
large propulsion system, which is expensive. Alternatively, if the ship is small, such as a patrol
craft, a planing hull may be the solution. The planing hull reduces resistance by rising up at the
bow so that the area of the water in contact with the hull is greatly reduced. An example is the
USCG Series in which the maximum Froude number is much greater than unity.
For displacement ships, the total resistance, which includes viscous, form and wave-making
drags, is mainly a function of the slenderness ratio, the beam to draft ratio and the prismatic
coefficient [7]. To achieve low net drag, the ship should be slender and have a large beam to draft
ratio. The prismatic coefficient is related to the wetted area of the hull as a function of the
transverse area of the mid-ships region; it affects the viscous drag. The mid-ships area should be
large, which gives a small coefficient. Some common standard hulls are shown in Table 2;
references to these can be found in [8] and [9] .
Table 2: Standard hull form examples
Hull Form

8

Remarks

Maximum
Froude

# Models
in Series

Taylor Standard Series

Round-bilge. Displacement hulls.
Often used for twin screw warships.

0.6

145

David Taylor Model Basin
(DTMB) Series 60

Round bilge, single screw merchant
ship.

Ͳ

62

DTMB Series 62-64

Chine or round bilge. Low to high
speed displacement

3.0 for
Series 62

37
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Hull Form

Remarks

Maximum
Froude

# Models
in Series

National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) Series

Round-bilge. High speed
displacement hulls.

1.2

22

DTMB Naval LCB-LCF
Mini-Series

Round bilge. Displacement hulls.

0.54

9

Delft Series

Chine. Planing hulls. Appropriate to
yachts.

1.62

5

NTUA Series

Double chine. Planing hull form.

1.1

5

USCG Series

Double chine with second chine just
below deck. High speed planning
hulls.

2.54

4

British Ship Research
Association (BSRA) Series

Round-bilge. High block coefficient.
Used for cargo ships.

Ͳ

4

Ship Research Institute of
Japan

Round-bilge. High block coefficient.
Used for cargo ships.

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

16


MARAD Series

Round-bilge, single screw merchant
ship, low speed. High block
coefficient with high B/T ratio. Used
for cargo ships in shallow waters.

Figure 5 shows the hull offsets for the Taylor Standard Series. This design was originally

based on a warship.
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Figure 5: Example of Taylor standard series hull offsets (from [8]).
In theoretical studies a simplified hull form, such as the Wigley hull, is often employed because it
can be handled analytically [10]. This hull has a canoe shape as depicted in Figure 6 from Spicer
[11].

Figure 6: Wigley hull in three dimensions (from [11]).
The Wigley hull form can be expressed as:

Y
B

§ Z2
¨¨1  2
© T

·§ 4 X 2
¸¸¨¨1  2
L
¹©

·§
4X 2
¸¸¨¨1  a 2
L
¹©

·
¸¸
¹

(6)

Here X and Z are Cartesian coordinates with origin at the centre of the waterline area. The hull
extends longitudinally from –L/2 to L/2. The full beam is Y and its maximum is B; the draft is T.

10
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The coefficient a must be in the range [-1, 1] and controls the block coefficient, CB, which is
given by:

CB

4§ a·
¨1  ¸
9© 5¹

(7)

Therefore the block coefficient must lie in the range [16/45, 24/45]. This implies that the Wigley
hull is technically unsuitable for representing merchant ships. Even greater simplicity is afforded
by the quadratic Wigley hull in which the coefficient a is set to zero. In fact this is the model used
in the simulations and its block coefficient is 4/9.
As can be seen, the defining equation for the Wigley hull shows that the draft is constant along
the length of the hull. The cross section at each station along the length has a parabolic shape that
results in a ‘V’ at the keel. The hull offsets are shown in Figure 7. This is reproduced from [10];
in this model the basic Wigley hull has been modified to add some freeboard.



Figure 7: Wigley hull offsets.
The Wigley hull is parabolic in two of the three dimensions. A simplified version is the wallsided hull with a flat bottom. We begin with this as an illustration. Looking from above, the shape
of one side of the hull can be represented by the equation:

y

Ax 2  C

(8)
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When x = -L/2, y = 0 and when x = 0, y = B/2. These relations yield for the positive side:

y

B 2 Bx 2
 2
2
L

(9)

The slope is given by:

dy
dx



4 Bx
L2

(10)

Therefore, when the ship speed is U, the source strength per unit length along the centreplane is
approximately (see [2]):

V

2TU

dy
dx

8TUBx / L2

(11)

This has the dimensions [L2/T], as expected; it is a volume per unit time per unit length. The same
result can equally be derived directly from Eq.(6), omitting the first and third terms in
parentheses.
In the simulation, the full quadratic Wigley hull is employed. In effect, the hull is divided into
longitudinal strips of constant vertical coordinate, z. The sources associated with each strip are
placed on the centreplane at the same z as the strip, according to the usual thin ship theory.
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Simulation Description

The basic theory behind the simulation for the discrete internal interface has been described in
[2]. As noted above, the linearized dynamical variables satisfy boundary conditions and these lead
to a dispersion equation from which the phase and group velocities of internal waves can be
calculated. The Doppler equation relates the values of the variables in the reference frame of the
ship to those in the reference frame of the ocean. In the far wake, the crest pattern is controlled by
the group velocity, which determines how far a wave has propagated, and the phase velocity,
which is used to constrain the crest pattern so that it is stationary in the ship frame. This is
necessary because the wave pattern is generated by perturbations in the flow around the hull and
these are stationary in the ship frame. The simulation is based on the far wake approximation.
Combining the phase velocity constraint, which reflects the Doppler relation, with a condition
derived from the group velocity, permits the wave propagation vector to be determined for each
point in the wake.
Once the wave propagation vector field in the wake is found, the wave amplitudes can be
estimated because they can be expressed in terms of an integral in which the propagation vectors
appear as poles. A second integral can be evaluated using the method of stationary phase, which
again provides valid results in the far wake.
The hull is represented by a distribution of sources and sinks. Each of the individual sources and
sinks creates its own wave pattern with infinitesimal amplitudes. These then interfere to produce
the overall pattern. In the simulation the integrals over the sources are discretized. According to
[7], other authors conduct simulations for the Kelvin wake by discretizing the hull using tens of
stations in the longitudinal direction and of the order of 5 levels in the vertical direction.
However, unlike the Kelvin wake, if the hull penetrates the layer, the sources above the layer will
tend to cancel those below it. Therefore in the present simulation each longitudinal strip is
separated by a maximum distance of 1 m.
The internal wave wake velocities are calculated from the following approximate formulae, which
are valid when the layer is weak as will be the case in practice. If a point source of strength ı is
below the layer, we have for the surface velocity:

vx |

 V k 02 c(k 0 ) cos T 0 e k0c0
4S c(k 0 )  c g (k 0 )

 V k 02 c(k 0 ) sin T 0 e k0c0
vy |
4S c(k 0 )  c g (k 0 )

2S
| \ TT |
2S
| \ TT |

e i (\ ( k0 ,T 0 ) S / 4 )

e

(12)
i (\ ( k 0 ,T 0 ) S / 4 )

Here k0 and ș0 are the magnitude and direction of the wave propagation vector at a point in the
wake, c and cg are the phase and group velocities at that point, c0 is the vertical coordinate of the
source and ȥ is the phase of the wave –k0.r. The position, r, is measured from the source. The
quantity ȥșș is the second derivative of the phase with respect to ș; it happens to be negative. This
derivative can also be expressed in terms of the phase and group velocities as is demonstrated in
[12].
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We note that the dimensions of ı are [L3/T] and those of k0 are [L-1]. Therefore the formulae are
dimensionally correct.
If the source is above the layer and į << 1 we have:

vx |

V cos T 0 e k0 h
4S c(c  cg )

2S
| \ TT |

e i (\ ( k0 ,T0 ) S /4) c 2 k02 ek ( h c0 )  k0 gG cosh(k0 (h  c0 ))

V sin T 0 ek0 h
2S i (\ ( k0 ,T0 ) S / 4) 2 2 k ( h c0 )
 k0 gG cosh( k0 ( h  c0 ))
vy |
e
c k0 e
4S c(c  cg ) | \ TT |

(13)

As expected, it turns out that the surface disturbances from a source above the layer have the
opposite sign to those when the source is below it.
Note also that ȥșș is proportional to r.
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4

Simulation Results

A set of simulation parameters corresponding to Figure 2 is shown in Table 3. The block
coefficient is derived from the principal dimensions on the assumption that the displacement is as
shown in Table 1. As perhaps to be expected, CB is larger than that of the quadratic Wigley hull
form, which is 0.44. The layer strength and depth are chosen so that the wake angle is about 20º
as observed and to be consistent with statements about the layer in [5]. These suggest that the
layer depth should probably be set in the range of 1 m to 4 m.
Table 3: Sir Tristram simulation parameters
Ship Length, L (m)

116

Ship Beam, B (m)

17

Ship Draft, T (m)

3.9

Estimated Block Coefficient, CB

0.59

Ship Speed, U (m/s)

2.0

Layer Depth, h (m)

3.0

Layer Strength, į

0.004

Pixel size (m2)

4x4

At the wake edge, the phase and group velocities are equal and have their maximum values,
which are given by [2]:

c max

gGh .

(14)

When the ship speed is U, the wake half angle, ȕ, is given by:

sin E

c max / U

gGh / U .

(15)

Therefore, when U = 2 m/s and ȕ = 10º, we have įh = 0.0123 m. This limits the choice for the
layer strength as the depth should probably be in the range 1 m to 4 m. Within this range the crest
pattern should appear similar to that observed.
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The simulation was run for the parameters in Table 3 and the Wigley hull form was employed.
The result for the vertical velocity component is shown in Figure 8. The upper plot, which is the
same as Figure 2, is included for comparison with the simulation in the lower plot. Bright pixels
in the simulation represent a surface velocity that is upwards and dark areas a velocity that is
downwards in the plot.

Figure 8: Sir Tristram wake. Upper is observed, lower is simulation, U = 2.0 m/s.
The horizontal velocity component should be the principal variable controlling the radar
backscattering coefficient of the sea surface. Unfortunately there is no simple correspondence
between the velocity and the backscatter coefficient. But clearly the crest pattern resembles that in
the observations quite closely and in particular the perturbations in surface velocity are
concentrated towards the outer edges of the wake in both simulated and observed plots. Some
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differences in the wake pattern are to be expected because the maximum B-V frequency is not
infinite, as in the discrete layer model, and the existence of a maximum has the effect of
displacing crests rearwards [2].
There were 34 longitudinal stations and 4 vertical stations to represent the Wigley hull in the
simulations. The interference between waves created by different sources tends to smooth out
variations in the wake variables especially close to the ship. In contrast, the wake from a point
source is very strong near the source and seems to decrease rapidly. In both cases the amplitudes
eventually decrease with distance, r, as r-1/2. It is also worth remarking that, at the wake edge, the
wake velocities do not go to infinity in this model. This is unlike the wake amplitudes, which
form a caustic at its edge. (In practice this infinity does not of course occur and is only a feature
of modeling limitations.)
Figure 9 (upper) shows the estimated cross-track surface current corresponding to Figure 2.
Because the wake waves usually propagate nearly perpendicularly to the ship’s track, the alongtrack velocities are quite small compared with the cross-track velocities and will not be
considered. According to [5], the wake starts about 480 s after the ship passes the observation
point. This corresponds to a distance of 960 m that is traveled by the ship. Because the half angle
of the wake is about 10º, this suggests that the distance between the ship’s track and the closest
observation point is about 169 m. The oscillations continue for a long time after the ship has
passed but it is likely that at later times some of these are reflections of internal waves from the
shoreline.

Figure 9: Measured cross-track current (and strain rate) corresponding to Sir Tristram
simulation, U = 2.0 m/s (from [5]).
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Figure 10: Simulated cross-track current for Sir Tristram, U = 2.0 m/s.
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Figure 11: Simulated cross-track current for Sir Tristram, U = 2.0 m/s. The layer depth is now 6
m rather than 3 m and the layer strength is 0.002.
Figure 10 shows the result of a simulation in which the surface velocity, vy is shown. The
amplitudes are of the same order as those in Figure 9, particularly the maxima, but the number of
oscillations is too high in comparison to those in Figure 9. The number of oscillations can be
adjusted by changing the depth of the layer while maintaining the wake angle by simultaneously
18
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decreasing the layer strength. If the layer depth is changed to 6 m, the number of oscillations is
approximately correct but the amplitude provided by the simulations is too small. This is shown
in Figure 11.
It is interesting to note that, in both the estimated surface cross-track velocity and the simulation,
there is some structure in the first cycle and that this seems to be present in the observations. It
should be noted that the estimated velocities in Figure 9 are a result of band-pass filtering that
would have partly suppressed this.
If the ship speed is increased to 4.2 m/s leaving other parameters the same as for Figure 8, the
simulation result for the Sir Tristram is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Sir Tristram simulation, U = 4.2 m/s.
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Figure 13: Simulated cross-track current for Sir Tristram, U = 4.2m/s. The layer depth is now 4
m and the layer strength is 0.003.
The cross-track velocity for the Sir Tristram traveling at a speed of 4.2 m/s is provided in Figure
13; the observation point is again 169 m from the ship track but the layer parameters have been
changed to a layer depth of 4 m and layer strength of 0.003. This shows similar behaviour as
before but the number of oscillations is much reduced. Unfortunately, there appears to be no
available observational data for comparison purposes.
A simulation was carried out for the Olmeda. According to Stapleton [6], the internal wake angle
was about 18º. Assuming that the layer strength and depth were 0.004 and 3 m respectively, the
ship speed must have been about 2.2 m/s. The simulated cross-track velocity is shown in Figure
14. The offset of the sensor position was again 169 m from the track. As remarked in [5] and [6],
the maximum velocity is a little greater than 5 cm/s, which compares with about 6 cm/s in the
simulation. Due to interference effects, the velocities fall off with time more rapidly than for the
Sir Tristram.
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Figure 14: Simulated cross-track current for Olmeda, U = 2.2m/s. The layer depth is 4 m and the
layer strength is 0.003.
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5

Discussion

While the simulation results appear to be very promising, there are two phenomena that must also
be considered. These are the collapsing turbulent wake and the creation of breaking waves and
their effect on the wake. Furthermore the effect of varying parameters on the wake will be
described.

5.1

Collapsing Turbulent Wake

Because water sticks to the hull of a ship, a turbulent boundary layer is created. This detaches at
the stern forming the turbulent wake. Mixing occurs by virtue of the turbulence and when part (or
even the entire) wake passes through the propeller race. This can render the wake unstable; the
density inside the wake is almost constant whereas that outside the wake may be stratified. Then
the upper part of the wake may tend to collapse downwards because it is denser than the
surrounding fluid, while the lower part may tend to collapse upwards because it is less dense. The
wake is transformed so that its cross-section changes from a roughly circular form to a roughly
elliptical cross-section, which is elongated in the horizontal direction. In practice, downstream it
may be accompanied by “pancake eddies”.
The large scale description of the wake, neglecting fluctuating random components, is stationary
in a frame of reference traveling with the ship. Therefore the fluid flow pattern is also stationary
in the ship frame and this suggests that the collapsing turbulent wake can be represented in terms
of sources and sinks. From this perspective, the collapsing turbulent wake can be regarded as an
extension of the hull.
In a non-stratified medium there is no collapse but the source and sink distribution is often
modified by reducing the magnitudes of the sinks at the stern of surface ships by a factor that may
be as small as 0.6. In this case the factor can be attributed to the reduction of pressure at the stern
due to detachment of the boundary layer and the effect of rotating screws on the pressure forward
of the propeller disks. It is difficult to estimate the reduction factor for the collapsing wake of
surface ships because of complicated stern geometry. However, any reduction of the sink
distribution can increase the wake velocity amplitudes if there is significant interference and
cancellation between the bow and stern contributions to the source distribution. Such cancellation
will often occur and the possibility exists that the amplitudes will be somewhat greater than those
provided by simple simulations of the type described here.
An upper limit to the effect of the turbulent wake collapse can be estimated by suppressing the
contribution of sinks near the stern. The effect is shown in Figure 15, which corresponds to
Figure 10. The maximum amplitude is somewhat increased because there is no cancellation by
sinks at the stern. Also the structure in the first cycle is changed and no longer resembles the
observations. This suggests that the effect of a collapsing turbulent wake is minimal in this
instance.
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Figure 15: Simulated cross-track current for Sir Tristram, U = 2.0 m/s. The sinks aft of midships
have been suppressed.

5.2

Breaking Waves

At each point in the wake, the wave field comprises waves with a wave vector lying within a
small range. Non-linearity in surface gravity waves causes sinusoidal waves to change shape and
to develop cusps at their crests. This can be understood by noting that in a stationary reference
frame, the velocity of a fluid parcel is equal to the orbital velocity, which increases with wave
amplitude. If the orbital velocity approaches the wave speed, the leading part of the crest may
become unstable; in an extreme case the crest may overtake the wave and then collapse and
produce turbulent eddies.
When an internal wake is produced by a ship, the internal waves most likely to break are those
near the ship; interference between waves produced by different parts of the hull will play a role.
This can be studied by comparing the horizontal wake velocities within the fluid with the phase
velocities of the waves. In a discrete layer model, the maximum velocities will be close to the
interface.
The effect of wave breaking is important because it will tend to reduce amplitudes in the far wake
by degrading wave energy and transferring it to small scale random eddies. It can be expected to
be important for large ships (especially those with a high block coefficient) and for ships traveling
at speeds much higher than the maximum phase velocity of the internal waves.
It would be useful to identify the regions that contribute towards wave breaking for some specific
ship models. Energy losses could be estimated and the effects downstream in the wake evaluated.
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5.3

Simulation Parameter Variation

The uncertainty surrounding the collapsing turbulent wake and the complexity of interference that
occurs between wave systems from many sources and sinks makes it difficult to make categorical
statements about the effects of parameter variation. Nevertheless, some useful comments can be
made if they are interpreted on a statistical basis.

5.3.1

Layer Depth and Strength

The layer depth and strength along with the ship speed together determine the wake angle. For a
fixed ship speed, this increases with layer depth and with layer strength because the maximum
wave velocity increases in the same way. As the ship speed increases, the wake angle decreases.
The sensitivity of the wake wave amplitude to both depth and strength seems to be low, though at
very low strengths, the wake must necessarily disappear.
When the depth of the layer is increased, while maintaining the depth-strength product, the
number of waves decreases in the interior of the wake. This implies that the interior wake
structure in simulations must be matched to the observations as has just been attempted.
However, there can be problems matching the amplitudes simultaneously. It is expected that this
problem will be mitigated by a diffuse layer model.
When the depth of the layer is decreased while maintaining the ship dimensions, the amplitudes
of the wake waves tend to increase.

5.3.2

Depth of Source

The amplitudes of the wake waves seem to be greater when the source is above the layer, possibly
because waves are reflected downwards from the surface. The amplitudes seem to be relatively
uniform over a cross-section of the wake compared to when the source is below the layer. When
it is below the layer, the amplitudes seem to be greatest near the wake edge.

5.3.3

Ship Size

Internal wave wakes appear to be insensitive to ship size, at least for ships of the order of 100 m
in length and for the loch profile. This may be because contributions by sources at depth and
under the layer may be very small; they are not strong wave generators. For shallow layers, a
large draft that penetrates the layer need not contribute much more to the wave amplitudes than a
small draft. Additional beam will increase the magnitude of the sources, which will create larger
wake waves. Additional length will change the interference and may enhance and sometimes
reduce the amplitudes.
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6

Conclusions

The approach to the simulation of internal wave wakes has been based on a simplified physical
model. This can be justified because it enhances the understanding of such phenomena and
because, if it is required operationally, a simulation can be implemented very quickly. Moreover,
the hull design of a ship under surveillance will almost never be available in sufficient detail to
produce a very accurate simulation. Approaches involving CFD are capable of great accuracy but
may take hundreds of hours even with advanced computer technology.
It was to be expected from previous work by other authors that the crest patterns of the
simulations would match the observation; indeed this is the case. In spite of its shortcomings, the
simplified internal layer model has provided results that are quite close to the observed crosstrack velocities. This suggests that linear discrete layer models can be useful in such locations as a
loch. It also suggests that the inclusion of the diffuse layer model is likely to be worthwhile. This
would be valid in many practical situations, at least when the ship speed is sufficiently small to
minimize the creation of breaking internal waves.
Internal wave wakes produce surface velocity perturbations with magnitudes typically of the
order of a few millimetres per second, which can be imaged by airborne radar. The conditions for
imaging must include the effects of the ambient surface wind and wave fields. If the wind speed
is very low, so that the ambient wave heights are small, and the range of wavelengths of the
ambient waves (actually the wave spectrum) is disjoint from that of the internal waves, there is no
reason why an internal wave wake cannot be imaged by airborne or space-borne high resolution
radar.
The next step is to complete the extension of the simulation to the diffuse internal layer. This will
extend the range of validity of the simulation to the B-V profiles typical of the open ocean. It will
also be possible to study the general conditions under which wakes can be observed from surface
ships and from submarines. Other topics, such as the introduction of a radar scattering model, the
inclusion of special hull forms (or series), a study of breaking waves and the application of CFD
(at least in a limited manner) are interesting and relevant but not of primary importance at this
time.
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